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BAROMETER 
VOL. xv I t NO. 1 1 APRIL 1974 EDITOR: LCDR R. J. BRANCO, SMC #1585 
The BAROMETER is a student newspaper for the exchange of ideas and 
information concerning the development and improvement of the 
professional environment at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
++++++++++++ 
liThe outlook is for increasing use of flight simulators in 
both the aviation training program and the Fleet. Of course, 
much remains to be done before the maximum benefit will be 
realized. Aircraft, flight simulators, and other synthetic 
training devices (visual aids, programmed learning texts and 
machines, procedural and task trainers) must be fully inegrated 
into a training system." 
"A Quiet Revolution" t APPROACH, March 1974. 
EDITORIAL COMMENT: Lest we forget the impact of fossil fuel shortages on the armed forces, 
this FEATURE from the Naval Aviation Safety Review t APPROACH, reminds us how critical this 
energy crisis really is in the area of training and readiness. 
FEATURE: A QUIET REVOLUTION 
"A QUIET revolution is shaping up in aviation training. More and more training is going 
to take place in flight simulators as opposed to aircraft. There are many reasons, not 
the least of which is cost. Training in flight simulators can be accomplished at a fraction-
often as l i ttle as 10 percent-of the cost of training in aircraft. According to published 
reports, the General Accounting Officer has estimated that flight simulators and other 
synthetic training devices have a potential to save the armed forces up to a billion dollars 
per year. 
Our civilian friends - the airlines - who must operate on a strict profit and loss basis, 
have been in the forefront of developments in the use of flight simulators. The proportion 
of training in flight simulators has been steadily increasing, while training in aircraft 
has been declining. Not only must airlines expend a great amount of money for each hour 
an aircraft is used for training, they must forfeit up to $100,000 per day in lost revenue 
when an aircraft such as the 747 is out of airline transport service. 
Of course, tactical aviation and carrier ops are a long way from the mission assigned 
commercial air. But, the cost of new aircraft such as the F-14 t F-15, B-1, and S-3, demands 
that we examine all feasible ways to constrain the expense of initial training and exposure 
1;0 risks. 
Still another factor is the considerable cost in fuel, which promises to be more and 
more important in the face of a long term energy crisis. 
Cost alone is inadequate as a determinant of the training provided naval aviation 
personnel. There is a firm requirement that the training be effective. Fortunately, a mass 
of evidence proves that the use of simulators makes every flight hour considerably more 
productive. In fact, synthetic training devices can, in many cases, provide real advantages 
over actual aircraft training operations. Take emergencies for example. There are some 
emergency operations which are simply too hazardous to practice in aircraft. Complete 
engine failure on takeoff and ejections are two such emergencies which come immediately to 
mind. 
But the advantages of synthetic devices are by no means limited to hazardous situations. 
Modern devices incorporate numerous features which enhance training. The training problem 
can be "frozen" at any stage, and an instructor can point out errors or assist the trainee 
in arriving at a correct solution. Equally important, the newer devices provide the student 
with a critique of his performance at the end of a problem. This may be in the form of a 
printout or a readout·on a cathode ray tube. Educators agree that such feedback is essential 
to the learning process. 
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Another plus for synthetic training devices is the fact that the entire training session 
can be spent on the desired training. This eliminates time spent getting clearances and 
proceeding to an operating area where the selected training can take place. 
NAVAL AVIATION DEVICES 
Thousands of synthetic training devices are in use in naval aviation today. These 
range from simple mockups costing tens of dollars all the way to complex weapon system 
trainers costing millions. In between these extremes are devices such as cockpit procedures' 
trainers, which serve to familiarize a student with cockpit layout, to trainers for complex 
operational tasks. 
A good example of a task trainer is the multimillion dollar device - 1023, Communciations 
and Navigation Trainer - recently installed at VT-10 at NAS Pensacola. This 40-station 
trainer is designed to train student NFOs (naval flight officers) in the development of 
skills and techniques required for the accurate use of current airborne communications and 
navigational aids. It has the capability of simulating typical naval aircraft operation 
with respect to basic aircraft performance, fuel consumption, radio communication, and ~ 
navigation systems operation. The device consists of 40 trainee stations, six instructor/ 
operator stations, a complex of minicomputers and necessary interface equipment. 
A feature of the trainer is the ability to evaluate and critique trainee capability and 
performance. The instructor/operator stations have the capability, at the end of a 
programmed lesson, to present a static pictorial presentation of each trainee's performance 
on the cathode ray tube display for post-mission critique. In addition, the device can 
provide a hard-copy printout of each trainee's performance. The printout lists significant 
events, time, performance measures, and standards of performance. 
Another device which illustrates the advanced state of the art, as far as the Navy is 
concerned, is the F-4J Weapons System Trainer, Device 2F88. One unit is installed at NAS 
Oceana and another at NAS Miramar. This device simulates almost any mission of the F-4J 
aircraft, beginning with a "launch from the catapult" of a carrier and ending with a totally 
automatic (Mode I), hands-off "landing back aboard." Students vary from those in initial 
transition to fully experienced pilots in the refresher phase. 
All aircraft tactical, flight and navigational systems are simulated. The device cockpit 
is an exact replica of the aircraft cockpit and is mounted on a four-degree-of-freedom 
motion base. The motions simulated are pitch (+ 150 ), roll (+ 150 ), lateral (+ 15 inches) 
and heave (+ 12 inches). All normal aircraft sounds (engines~ wheels, tire screech, 
aerodynamics noise, and radio static) as well as armament sounds (missile launch and gun 
firing, sidewinder tones, ECM, and ECCM) are realistically simulated to enhance training. 
Environmental simulation includes the oxygen and G-suit systems as well as exterior side 
effects such as clouds and lightning. 
Total simulation of the aircraft's data link system is provided. This includes the AWCLS 
(all weather carrier landing system), NTDS (naval tactical data system), ATDS (air tactical 
daya system). Inherent in the data link simulation is the capability of assigning simulated 
air, ground, and sea targets to the aforementioned systems. The information presented to 
the pilot and RIO is, therefore, such that all aircraft instruments respond correctly, 
providing total tactical data link simulation from takeoff to touchdown. 
The radar landmass simulator, coupled with a total ECM/ECCM simulation package, simulates 
operations over enemy territory. Up to 10 SAM (surface-to-air missiles) sites or other 
electronic emitters can be provided, as can airborne intercept radars, jammers, and stealers, 
to permit maximum training in these critical areas. SAM missiles of varying types can be 
"fired" at the trainees and, if the crew fails to perform properly, their Phantom will be 
"destroyed." The tactics instructor has the capability of either flying the air targets 
manually or letting the preprogrammed missions do it for him. Again, if the trainees ~ 
perform properly, they can "destroy" the air targets (up to five) utilizing Sparrow or 
Sidewinder missiles. 
The instructor console contains several innovations. Over 200 malfunctions may be 
inserted by preprogram on a time basis or at the push of two s~itches anytime. These 
malfunctions vary from the simple popping of circuit breakers to the complex system 
malfunctions of oil pressure which, after 4.5 minutes of continuing flight, results in 
engine seizure, loss of hydraulic power, and many other failures of various subsystems. 
The flight instructor's performance measurement panel permits monitoring 10 different 
fl ight parameters and provides teletype printout when present 1 imits are exceeded. The 
panel scores the crew on missile firing and bomb release, indicating either a kill or a 
teletype printout of parameter errors when a miss' is scored. 
A complete library of over 300 radio stations is provided in computer storage. These 
stations are a mix of TACAN, GCA, UHF, and ADF, and are programmed to appear at the proper 
locations as the aircraft flies anywhere in the world. 
A tactical SOl 9situation display indicator) as well as a ground track recorder are 
provided for the instructor's utilization during problem operation. The SOl indicates the 
location of all air and sea targets within a 400-mile square, and a 100-mile square is also 
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available for use during air combat maneuvering. The ground track recorder may be utilized 
in either an approach or a cross-country mode utilizing one of 40 selectable sites. 
THE OUTLOOK 
New major Navy training devices are under development, scheduled for delivery within 
the next 2 or 3 years. These include an ACM (air combat maneuvering) trainer, a universal 
NCLT (night carrier landing trainer), and weapons sytem and operational flight trainers 
for the F-14, S-3A, P-3C, SH-2F, and SH-3H aircraft. 
The outlook is for increasing use of flight simulators in both the aviation training 
program and the Fleet. Of course, much remains to be done before the maximum benefit will 
be realized. Aircraft, flight simulators, and other synthetic training devices (visual 
aids, programmed learning texts and machines, procedural and task trainers) must be fully 
integrated into a training system. This entails additional research into the transfer 
of learning and some trial and error in the preparation and execution of training syllabi. 
There exists a limited program of certification for both training devices and instructors. 
Both these programs need to be expanded and formalized with universal certification 
criteria. A program similar similar to the NATOPS program for aircraft has been suggested. 
Basic advantages of flight simulators (e.g., safety, lower costs, and freedom from the 
constraints of bad weather and other operational impediments) must be fully exploited. 
There is reason to believe that synthetic training devices can be utilized on an around-
the-clock basis, if sufficient effort is made. 
A sign of the times is CNO's recent action in authorizing substitution of simulator time 
for a portion of fIring time for those aviators participating in the proficiency flying 
program (refer to OPNAVINST 3710.7G). Currently, 10 percent of the total annual minimum 
flight time requirement and 25 percent of the total annual minimum instrument flight time 
may be performed in specified simulators. The instruction notes that all requirements for 
instrument ratings and NATOPS aircraft qualification must be flown in aircraft, but states: 
liAs additional simulators become available and more is learned on the 'transfer of learning
' 
gained through the use of simulators, this program will be expanded. '1 There's a simulator 
in your future." (APPROACH, March 1974) 
EDITORIAL COMMENT: In addition to the subsitutes for reduced operating time for training 
via simulators, another substitution effort is underway. Research is presently underway 
to develop a coal derivative oil to replace the distillate and NSFO fuels used by Navy 
ships. "Project SEACOAL I" relates the latest information on this research effort. 
FEATURE: PROJECT SEACOAL I 
"Project SEACOAL is the name given by the Chief of Naval Material to the Navy's search 
for synthetic-oil fuel to replace oil fon propulsion of Navy ships and aircraft. It is 
an extensive program to evaluate/utilize synthetic fuels in naval boilers, gas turbines, 
and pumps during the next three years. Project SEACOAL I thus far has dealt with evaluation 
of synthetic crude oil obtained by the Department of Interior's Office of Coal Research 
(OCR) in its Project COED, an acronym for Char Oil Energy Development. It is one of four 
processes being studied by OCR and the Bureau of Mines, which can produce liquid fuels from 
coal. The products of the processes have many of the properties of crude oil. 
The Navy plans to evaluate each product once it is developed to the point that it is 
usable in Navy propulsion systems. Project SEACOAL I I will designate the next phase of 
Navy testing of coal-derived l:quid fuels. Additional possibilities for Navy use are 
synthetic fuels derived from oil shale and tar sands, which also are being studied by 
Interior. 
The concept for Project SEACOAL I originated with the Combat Systems Advisory Group of 
the Naval Material Command. The group, having kept itself informed on progress of fuel 
studies by OCR, recommended testing of this synthetic crude oil by the Navy. Subsequent 
co rrespondence from the Under Secretary of the Navy requested that the Chief of Naval 
/',,,, terial (CNM) coordinate detailed plans for demonstrations of coal-derived liquid fuels 
for propulsion of Navy ships and aircraft. CNM tasked the Naval Ship Engineering Center, 
Philadelphia Division (NAVSECPHILA) with conduct of initial laboratory testing. The 
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command, parent command of NAVSEC, has assigned RADM Randolph 
w. KING, Director, Research Directorate (SHIPS 03), to be the Navy coordinator for Project 
SEACOAL. 
This synthetic crude oil is obtained by pyrolsis, or a Ilcracking process," i.e., the 
besi c fuel, coal, is crushed and then decomposed by use of heat, pressure, and catalysts 
and produces a number of by-products. Pyrolysis is followed by a hydrogen treatment, 
producing the synthetic oil-like fuel. An example of the yield per ton in this coal 
pYlolysis, using Illinois No.6 Seam Coal, are: 1177 lbs Char, 1.04 bbl. Oil, 7.1 gal. 
Liquor, and 8133 standard cubic feet Gas. Fuel for the 15 November 1973 test was derived 
from a 50/50 mixture of Illinois and Utah coal. The cost of producing COE synthetic oil 
is expected to be reduced by selling the other by-products for commercial use. Predicated 
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on this, the ultimate cost of production is estimated at $4.50 to $5.00 per bar.rel, as 
against $5.25 per barrel for Navy Distillate Fuel (NDF~ (the oil now being used by the 
Navy) when the comparison was made in September 1973. 
Initial test of this particular fuel by NAVSECPHILA proved the fuel to be unsafe for 
Navy shipboard use because of a low flash point of 58°F. Since the minimum allowable 
.. -
flash point for shipboard propulsion is 1400 F, it was necessary to have the fuel processed 
by distillation to remove the light fractions which are responsible for the low flash point. 
The raw fuel was produced by FMC Corporation, Princeton, N.J., under contract to OCR. FMC 
is the only source of synthetic fuel from coal, in quantity, in the U.S. Because FMC was 
not equipped to refine it further, Solvents Recovery Services, Linden, N.J., was selected 
as low bidder, 1 August 1973, on contract to NAVSECPHILA, to raise the flash point. 
The final processed fuel is as safe as NDF, with a flash point of 1600 F for NDF. The 
product, in a small sample, looks I ike the commercial cold remedy IIPertussin" and has about 
the same consistency. Its sulfur content is low and therefore very acceptable from the 
pollution standpoint. However, a strong coal tar odor pervades the boiler area when the 
fuel is burned. The odor may prove too offensive to operating personnel for acceptable 
usage for ships. When a selection is made from the synthetic fuels available, efforts 
will be made to reduce or eliminate the odor. (In small amounts, it smells like the "clean" 
odor of "Lifebuoy" soap or "Lysol" disinfectant.) The fuel is thicker than some other 
fuels used by the Navy. It cannot be poured unless its temperature is at 600 F or higher 
(the Navy prefers a 10-200 F pour point). This difficulty is overcome by use of a fuel 
preheater on the ship. It may be possible, scientists believe, to improve the pour point 
during processing. 
The foregoing information was reported by NAVSECPHILA, who burned the fuel in a boile~ 
ashore and pronounced the processed fuel to be totally compatible with Navy boilers and 
and recommended that shipboard tests proceed as planned. 
The Naval Reserve Force destroyer, USS JOHNSTON (00821), was selected for the shipboard 
tests because it is homeported in Philadelphia, near NAVSECPHILA and the fuel processors 
in New Jersey. Further, it was a logical selection because of the mission of Reserve 
Force ships to relieve regular Navy ships when appropriate." (SUPPLY CORPS NEWSLETTER, 
March 1974) 
ED !TOR IAL: 
The BAROMETER's current EDITOR graduates from NPGS in June. Presently no successor 
to keep the paper in print has been located. Many think that the paper takes prior 
editing experience and a lot of time. In fact, this Editor had no prior experience and 
spends only a limited amount of time each week in preparation. For those who might be 
~interested I would be glad to meet at your convenience to explain the process and details 
involved. Several individuals working together would be ideal, both in the way of 
sharing the workload and providing mutual support in the editing capacity. Those 
interested should contact the EDITOR via SMC 1585 or phone 372-6325. 
SEA SERVICE NOTES: 
**Colonel Robert D. Heinl, Jr., Detroit News military analyst, reports that Defense 
Secretary James R. Schlesinger is considering a major realignment of the roles and missions 
of the armed forces, including creation of coastal command which would give the Air Force 
responsibility for land-based maritime surveillance and anti-submarine warfare, and 
transference of Marine and Air Force tactical aviation to the Army. Queried about the 
report, a Defense official said the services have been asked to comment on the desirability 
of "studies" of such proposals as noted above, but that none have as yet been made and, 
thus no decisions have been made, either. Schlesinger, according to Aerospace Daily, 
later said: liThe Joint Chiefs of Staff are at this time reviewing our unified command 
plans which might have some major impact on our command structure." 
**The ruling sheik in Bahrain has decided that the U.s. Navy's Middle East Force will not, 
after all, be tossed out of his tiny country in the Persian Gulf. Peace talks between Egypt 
and Israel led to a change of mind that will save the U.S. base. 
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